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Abstract—Motion in depth is commonly misperceived in Virtual Reality (VR), making it difficult to intercept moving objects, for example, in games. We investigate whether motion cues could be modified to improve these interactions in VR. We developed a time-to-contact estimation task, in which observers (n = 18) had to indicate by button press when a looming virtual object would collide with their head. We show that users consistently underestimate speed. We construct a user-specific model of motion-in-depth perception, and use this model to propose a novel method to modify monocular depth cues tailored to the specific user, correcting individual response errors in speed estimation. A user study was conducted in a simulated baseball environment and observers were asked to hit a looming baseball back in the direction of the pitcher. The study was conducted with and without intervention and demonstrates the effectiveness of the method in reducing interception errors following cue modifications. The intervention was particularly effective at fast ball speeds where performance is most limited by the user’s sensorimotor constraints. The proposed approach is easy to implement and could improve the user experience of interacting with dynamic virtual environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) and related 3D display technologies have recently experienced tremendous growth in popularity, but have significant limitations. Human vision, carefully tuned to integrating multiple cues from the real world such as disparity, vergence, and accommodation, can incorrectly perceive the virtual world in these displays (e.g., [1]). However, a key concern about motion perception is essential for tasks such as interception and collision avoidance that are central to many VR applications that simulate baseball and other ball sports, as well as in many video games. We describe a novel method for correcting the perception of moving objects, such as balls, that move towards the observer in VR. In a calibration stage, we first learn user-specific parameters based on a user’s errors in speed judgments to characterize their perception of virtual motion. In the second stage, we modify motion-in-depth cues to facilitate more accurate judgments for that user. Using a baseball hitting simulation in VR, we show that our modified motion-in-depth cues resulted in more accurate and consistent interactions of moving objects in VR. The presented method has been tested with objects moving at constant speed straight towards the user. Our model and correction algorithms apply to this case only. However, the method could be adapted to apply to other forms of motion, such as motion in a fronto-parallel plane or curved trajectories. Our motion correction is analogous to the ubiquitous Gamma correction required to correct for non-linearity in light output of individual CRT displays independent of the viewer. Ours is a simple technique that can similarly improve motion perception in VR displays tailored to the individual user.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Time to Contact

Behavioral studies in humans, using visual psychophysics, have provided a deep understanding of motion sensitivity—our ability to detect moving objects and to discriminate their motion direction or speed [2], [3]. It is an area of interest due to its importance in everyday life for tasks such as collision avoidance or interception, two areas of applied VR research. The most relevant aspect for our study is perception of time-to-contact (TTC), the ability to estimate the time when a moving object will reach a target location. In a typical TTC experiment, observers judge when an object will collide with another object when one or both objects are moving. For most TTC experiments, a combination of speed, distance, and viewing time are varied, i.e., the object will disappear at some point in its collision trajectory. The goal of such research is to determine what visual information is needed in order to estimate TTC accurately [4], [5]. For egocentric TTC tasks, in which the target moves towards the observer, it has been hypothesized that humans rely on information derived from the target’s visual angle and its rate of expansion or change of size on the retina (looming), captured by the so-called variable Tau, a monocular predictor of TTC [6], [7], $\tau = \theta / (\partial \delta / \partial t)$. Here $\theta$ is the visual angle subtended by the object, and $\partial \delta / \partial t$ is the rate of change of relative disparity and $I$ is the interpupillary distance.

However, Tau might not provide sufficient information to account for human-level accuracy. Instead, the visual system might rely on binocular indicators of TTC and take into account target kinematics such as distance, speed, and acceleration [8], [9], [10], [11]. For example, Gray and Regan [12] proposed the following equation for TTC based only on binocular information for objects moving along a straight line through a point midway between the eyes at constant speed: $TTC \approx I / (D \partial \delta / \partial t)$. Here $D$ is the distance from object to observer, $\partial \delta / \partial t$ is the rate of change of relative disparity and $I$ is the interpupillary distance.

The accuracy and relative strength of these signals have been investigated in TTC tasks using perceptual time estimates or the manual interception of a moving target [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].

2.2 Perception of Distance and Motion in VR

In the real world, human observers can develop expertise in TTC tasks such as hitting or catching a ball with high accuracy and precision. Yet, in the laboratory, observers’ performance in TTC tasks is highly variable and speed is frequently misjudged, with the sign of the error depending on factors such as viewing time. [17], [18]. These TTC estimation errors occur both in laboratory tasks involving regular displays as well as in VR using head-mounted displays [19]. The use of head-mounted displays may also result in an apparent compression of distance (space) in egocentric distance estimation tasks in virtual or augmented indoor as compared to real-world indoor settings [20], [21], [22], [23]. In these studies, an observer might first view a target on the ground, and then be asked to walk towards it with occluded vision (blind-walking task). Consistent underestimations of object size as well as distance in...
VR by up to 85 percent have been observed, and many contributing factors have been discussed in the literature. For example, head-mounted displays provide fewer depth cues [24] and a limited field of view [25]. However, field of view did not affect distance estimation when subjects were free to move their head [25], indicating that depth perception deficits must be due to other factors, such as lack of experience in interacting with VR [26], or restrictions in the ergonomics of acting in VR. The magnitude of estimation errors of size and distance can be alleviated by giving observers visual-motor feedback during locomotion tasks, presumably resulting in visual-motor recalibration of space [27].

The lack of available depth cues (e.g., blur) in VR displays has been discussed extensively in the literature. Most modern VR headsets use fixed focus lenses, providing binocular stereo cues but not accommodation cues. This shortcoming, known as the “vergence-accommodation conflict” leads to visual fatigue and reduced ability to perceive 3D structure [1]. Because of these problems, many attempts have been made to create stereoscopic displays with multiple focal lengths, resulting in a clear benefit when this conflict is minimized [1], [28], [29], [30]. Another outcome of having a fixed focal distance is a lack of defocus blur, an important depth cue [31], [32], [33], [34]. Accurate models have been developed to predict how blur will interact with other relative depth cues in an image to produce an apparent scale of the image’s contents [35]. The use of blur in gaze-contingent stereoscopic displays has been shown to enhance realism, improve quantitative depth perception, and reduce discomfort [36], [37], [38], [39]. Additionally, the use of blur has been credited with significant reduction in rendering costs [40], [41].

Similarly, displays that incorporate head tracking, stereo, and a large field-of-view enhance spatial judgments [42] and understanding, e.g., in VR exploration, navigation, and visualization tasks [43]. Despite these recent advances in VR technology, perceptual errors remain. Yet, VR is widely used as a tool for studying interception in naturalistic tasks such as ball sports [44], [45], [46]. There is also growing interest in using VR for training athletes, with both academic research in implementing realistic sports-simulations [47], [48], and commercial products available [49]. The current study cannot resolve the debate as to what the contributing factors to misperceptions in VR are; rather, it presents a recalibration method tailored to the individual user to correct such estimation errors, with the ultimate goal of contributing to more useful experiences in VR.

3 Methods

Our system is composed of two main parts. In the first part, User Calibration, we determine the parameters of a model which characterizes how a user perceives motion-in-depth in VR. In the second part, Motion Correction, we use a novel strategy for modifying the motion-in-depth cues of an arbitrary VR object using the parameters determined from the calibration. The modifications are meant to present a set of stimuli that will increase a user’s ability to interpret the movement of the original object and thereby increase accuracy when interacting with virtual objects.

To be concrete, let \( \mathbf{v} = (\dot{x} \ y \ \dot{z})^T \) be the velocity of a small object, expressed in a world-fixed coordinate frame with origin located at the nominal location of the observer’s head and oriented using the typical convention in graphics (\( -z \) is the viewing direction, \( y \) pointing up). We conducted a preliminary study in which observers were presented with balls either moving in the fronto-parallel plane at \( z = -30 \) m along \(+x\), or moving towards the viewer from \((0 \ 0 \ -30)^T\) along \(+z\). The results suggested that horizontal motion could be perceived accurately across speeds and viewing times in VR, but looming motion was misperceived. Thus we focus on modeling how an input motion at speed \( \dot{z} \) is actually perceived, and modifying other cues (e.g., the rate of change of size) so that the stimulus will be perceived as actually moving at speed \( \dot{z} \).

3.1 User Calibration

The goal of the calibration procedure is to relate the physical object’s speed, \( \dot{z}_o \) to the user’s perception of the speed, \( \dot{z}_p \). In other words, we construct an empirical model \( \dot{z}_p = f(\dot{z}_o) \) by estimating the parameters of the model.

We derive an observer’s perceived speed from their subjective estimates of TTC. We asked observers to indicate, by button press, when a virtual looming object will collide with their head. The object disappears after traveling three quarters of the distance to the user to prevent any feedback on the actual time of contact. The response times from a representative subject can be seen in Fig. 1a. To determine a perceived speed for a given object speed, we take the median response time over all trials for that speed. By dividing the distance traveled by the median response time, we arrive at an estimate of perceived speed.

The estimates of perceived speed for a subject are shown in Fig. 1b.

After determining \((\dot{z}_o, \dot{z}_p)\) pairs, we fit a model to this data to allow us to predict perceived speed for any model speed. The data seem to be well approximated as an affine function

\[
\dot{z}_p = f(\dot{z}) = w_0 + w_1 \dot{z},
\]

where model parameters \(w_0\) and \(w_1\) are estimated using least squares regression.

Without much a priori knowledge on how VR affects the perception of motion, we cannot justify using very complicated models. An alternative may be to map actual TTC to user response time instead of mapping actual speed to perceived speed. Such a model would be more appropriate if the distance traveled by objects was not constant. Since our calibration and test environments had objects traveling the same distance, mapping based on time and speed are equivalent.

3.2 Motion Correction

Once we have a model that can predict how a user will perceive speed in VR, we can modify depth cues to change the user’s perception of virtual motion. Motion through depth is indicated primarily via two depth cues. The first is the monocular motion-in-depth cue, \( r \), which corresponds to the rate of change of apparent size of an object as it moves through different depths. An object appears larger when it is close to a viewer and smaller when it is far away. The second is a biocular motion-in-depth cue, the rate of binocular disparity change, comes from the difference of the images created by an object on a viewer’s left and right retinas.

Binocular disparity is a function of the actual distance of the object and vergence; thus manipulating binocular disparity can only be done by manipulating the actual position of the object in...
the two images. Since we are attempting to facilitate more accurate interactions, adjusting the position of an object may be challenging. One would want to ensure that an object is in the position a user expects it to be at the time when they want to interact with it.

Adjusting the size of objects can be easily accomplished in VR software. Thus to facilitate more accurate perceptions our technique is to present the position of the object according to the actual model speed while giving the object the monocular depth cues of an object traveling at a speed that will be perceived as the actual model speed (see Fig. 2).

Specifically, given a desired velocity to display, \( \mathbf{v} = (\dot{x} \ \dot{y} \ \dot{z})^T \), we compute a modified velocity

\[
\mathbf{v}' = (\dot{x} \ f^{-1}(\dot{z}))^T,
\]

where \( f \) is the model described in Eq. 1. We then determine the visual angle subtended by the object moving with velocity \( \mathbf{v}' \) and update the size of the original object to subtend the same visual angle. The visual angle of a spherical object is given by

\[
\theta = 2 \arctan \left( \frac{r}{d} \right),
\]

where \( r \) is the radius of the object and \( d \) is the object’s distance to the viewer. It can be seen that the size of the original object should be scaled by \( \sqrt{d/d'} \) where \( d \) is the distance between the original object and the viewer and \( d' \) is the distance between the object moving with velocity \( \mathbf{v}' \) and the viewer.

For looming objects, the procedure above will only produce desirable results during the time-span in which both actual and simulated objects are in front of the viewer (Fig. 2). For example, consider a user who underestimates speed. When the original object is halfway to the user the simulated object might be three quarters of the way to the user. At this point the simulated object will subtend a larger visual angle so the original object will be enlarged. However, once the simulated object passes the viewer it will start to subtend a smaller visual angle. We do not want our original object to start getting smaller because that would not help in making the object seem like it is moving faster. To work around this, we monitor the size of the object and detect when it has stopped increasing (or decreasing). Once that is detected there are number of sensible things to do. We could keep the size constant from that point on. Alternatively, we could maintain the rate of expansion the object had before. We found that keeping size constant caused an artifact in the motion of the object which makes it seem like it is suddenly changing speed or direction. We also found that maintaining the rate of expansion, which is geometric, could cause objects to become unnaturally large. What we found worked best was continuing a linear rate of expansion using the two most recent sizes to determine the rate.

There are other possible modifications that could be used to affect how an object’s motion is perceived. In this paper we keep the position of the display speed and the apparent size of the modified display speed. One other technique we tried was maintaining the apparent size of the display speed and the position of the modified display speed. A third technique we tried was restricting all moving objects to be within \( d_{\text{max}} \) meters. Instead of the baseball starting 18m away, it started at some \( d_{\text{max}} < 18 \) m away but maintained the apparent size of the display speed and would arrive at home plate at the same time as the display speed. In preliminary experiments comparing these modifications, we found modifying apparent size, the technique used in this paper, to be the most effective.

It is important to note that observers perceived the ball as rigid despite the size manipulation. In pilot experiments, authors were blinded to block order and were unable to identify whether they participated in a baseline or intervention block. Further, even though participants would sometimes report that one block seemed easier than another, they were unable to identify the difference between baseline and intervention.

4 USER STUDY

We conducted a user study to evaluate the depth cue modification. Human subjects completed the calibration procedure and then played a baseball game with modified motion-in-depth cues, altering perception of the ball’s movement. We chose to implement the user study using a realistic baseball scenario to investigate transfer and applicability of our simple calibration model, derived from an abstract task, to a more naturalistic environment. The baseball task relies on the same TTC estimation, yet employs a naturalistic and engaging game-like interactive component. We acknowledge that such a task might introduce additional complexity and noise based on subjects’ individual baseline skill level. However, our study excluded subjects with extensive prior experience in interceptive sports (see below) thus minimizing such influence. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two groups: one group played the baseball game without depth cue modification in block 1 (baseline), then completed the same task with depth cue modification in block 2 (treatment). The other group completed the tasks in reverse order, first treatment then baseline, to control for any effects of training from block 1 to block 2. Subjects were encouraged to take breaks between blocks; including breaks the study took between 45 and 60 minutes to complete.

4.1 Participants

We recruited 21 subjects (mean age: 26 yrs, std = 6.3 yrs; 10 of them female), undergraduate or graduate students at the University of British Columbia. We excluded three participants with experience playing interceptive ball sports (e.g., baseball, softball, tennis) at a competitive level. The remaining 18 participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups (\( n = 9 \) per group, 5 females in each group). All subjects were unaware of the experimental hypothesis, and provided written informed consent prior to participating. Study protocols were approved by the UBC Behavioural Research Ethics Board.

4.2 Virtual Environment

Visual stimuli were presented in an Oculus Rift CV1 headset (Oculus VR, Menlo Park, CA) connected to a computer with a 2.3 GHz processor, 448 GB RAM, and a GTX Titan X graphics card. The virtual visual environment was a custom built application developed in Unity. For the calibration task, the virtual environment was a large open field, consisting of a ground plane, tiled with an image of grass (Fig. 3a). For the baseball task, the virtual environment was a realistic baseball field (Fig. 3b). This environment was captured as a 360-deg photo with a Ricoh Theta S camera. The image was then re-projected onto a hemisphere to provide a ground plane at the appropriate depth. A 3D model of a pitcher, purchased from the Unity Asset Store, was placed over the pitcher’s mound.
The ball moved at 40, 60 or 80 mph, directly over home plate, and through the strike zone. The order of pitch velocities was randomized from trial to trial. Subjects completed this task at a self-directed pace. Each trial started with pressing a button on the Oculus Touch controller, initializing the pitching animation.

We instructed subjects to start each swing with the bat pointing behind them, and finish with the bat pointing in front. In a normal baseball scenario, it is possible for the batter to have perfect timing but swing either above or below the ball, thus missing it. Because our focus was on the timing of interception, rather than its spatial accuracy, we extended the collision bounds of the bat to be a large vertical plane (Fig. 4).

Upon successfully hitting the ball, a subject would feel haptic feedback from the controller and see the ball bounce off the bat in the direction determined by the bat’s yaw-angle (Fig. 4). The vertical component of the direction was sampled uniformly at random between zero and the z (depth) component of the velocity. This had the effect of producing hits that ranged from low (grounders) to high (pop flies). The total force applied to the ball was made proportional to the speed of the subject’s hand during the swing. Subjects completed 50 trials at each speed in randomized order for a total of 150 trials per block.

### 4.3 Data Analysis

The azimuth angle of the ball’s bounce off the bat was the main variable of interest in our study. We examined the “hitting error,” which is defined as the absolute value of the hitting angle. A value of 0 is ideal and would indicate a hit that went directly back towards the pitcher. We expected subjects to perform better in the treatment as compared to the baseline block across all speeds. We also expected subjects to hit more accurately over time, as they got more practice. We thus also analyzed learning rate, i.e., how hit angle changed over the course of the experiment. Linear mixed models were used to analyze hit angle data. These models
represent a response variable as a linear combination of predictors, which include both fixed effects (non-random quantities) and random effects, and are well suited for data with multiple correlated measurements per subject.

The overall time course of hit angles was modeled with a line (intercept and slope), a fixed effect of treatment, ball speed, and a fixed interaction between treatment and speed. Following a Growth Curve Analysis procedure [52], these factors were added progressively only when they led to a model that explained the data significantly better (stepwise regression with forward selection). The same results were obtained regardless of the order in which factors were added. The model also included participant random effects on both the slope and intercept terms corresponding to inter-subject variation in starting ability and learning rates. Variability between subjects was high both in terms of accuracy and precision. Fig. 5 shows two example profiles of hit angles as a function of trial number, for two representative subjects with different block order; each data point is the hit angle in a given trial. These two subjects performed at different overall levels. Subject 106 rapidly improved in hitting accuracy in the first 50 trials, then saturated at a relatively high performance level (M = 6.1° across all speeds) and maintained this level in block 2 (M = 2.4°). Subject 110 performed at a lower level (block 1: M = -14.7°, block 2: M = -10.1°). Results from these two representative subjects also reveal differences in response precision over time, with smaller improvements in subject 110 versus 106, indicating potential differences in learning rate.

Our statistical models address the main question to what extent performance differences are due to the intervention. To this end, we first consider data from block 1 only, and disregard block 2, where performance improved due to training and repetition across all conditions. The models revealed a significant effect of treatment (i.e., a significant decrease in the intercept term) for the fastest two speeds (60 mph: estimate = -9.2°, SE = 1.81°, p < 0.001; 80 mph: estimate = -10.1°, SE = 1.85°, p < 0.001; estimates are given relative to the baseline). Increases in speed were found to correspond to higher intercept terms; negative slopes of model fits for the two faster speeds (Fig. 6b, 6c) indicate improved hitting performance over time. The slowest speed neither showed a significant decrease in hit angle over time, nor any effect of treatment (Fig. 6a). The significant effects of the intervention on TTC performance can be directly inferred by comparing model fits (orange and blue lines) in Figs. 6b, 6c.

Taken together, these results show that subjects’ performance improved after depth cues were modified, but this finding depended on speed. Whereas treatment had no effect at the slowest speed, performance improvements were significant at the two faster speeds.

We next considered all data, and included block and group (treatment first or control first) as fixed-effects in our model. Results show that performance improved significantly from block 1 to block 2 (fixed effect of group, estimate = -4.5°, SE = 0.51°, p < .001). Importantly, treatment effects were similar to those obtained with a model including only block 1 data, indicating that treatment effects hold even when considering results obtained after training/experience (60 mph: estimate = -1.1°, SE = 1.23°, p < .001; 80 mph:
estimate = -4.1°, SE = 1.25°, p < .002; estimates are given relative to the baseline).

6 Discussion

Moving and interacting with our dynamic visual environment require a scale for calibration in space and time. In virtual or augmented reality settings, object location and motion paths are generally misperceived. Here we introduced a novel intervention for presenting moving stimuli in VR, relying on an individualized recalibration. Our user study demonstrates that a correction of depth cues significantly affected users’ interference performance, resulting in greater accuracy and faster learning at higher stimulus speeds (Fig. 6). Our method compensates underestimation of speed in VR as compared to performance in a baseline condition with non-adjusted cues. Critically, this method is easy to implement in any VR display, and only requires a brief user calibration.

Our model focuses on the size of expansion on the retina as the critical TTC cue. However, additional factors should be taken into consideration when estimating TTC in virtual or real settings. For example, our model used constant values of wind resistance (aerodynamic drag) and gravity, which are known to affect perception and motor performance. When interpreting a fast-moving object, observers rely on an internal model of gravity when predicting where to intercept [54]. Interestingly, observers also assume accelerated motion when interpreting balls approaching at constant velocity in VR [55], a finding with direct implications for our study, which showed balls moving at constant speed.

Our user intervention could incorporate variability in any of these measures, likely resulting in increased task difficulty. Future models could also take into account size and disparity, tailored to different object sizes [19]. Moreover, future methods could be adaptive, taking into account individual variations to determine how many trials would be needed for an accurate estimate of a given user’s errors. Our study excluded observers with prior experience playing competitive ball sports, thereby minimizing the effect of expertise in baseline performance. Even though all observers improved from block 1 to block 2 in our study, individual learning rates varied (see Fig. 5 for two examples). Differences of several trials may be necessary for observers to saturate at a high performance level.

Our perceptual results are similar to those obtained in studies using egocentric distance estimation tasks, reporting underestimation of distance [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25] as well as recovery from error when visual-motor feedback is introduced [26], [27]. However, our task differs from standard egocentric distance estimation tasks in several important ways. First, TTC estimation in general requires a combination of different cues that have to be decoded continuously over time as the ball approaches and before it is blanked. Because the visual target is shown for longer periods of time, depth cue adjustments are possible. Egocentric distance estimation usually involves only one view of the target before the observer is blindfolded; no further visual information is available as the observer starts approaching the target. Interventions thus have to rely on feedback provided to the observer. Distance judgments in VR can be corrected by training observers in an environment in which visual-motor feedback during locomotion is manipulated. For example, changing the rate of optic flow (faster or slower than walking speed) during training sessions led to improvements in subsequent distance estimation during blind-walking [26], [27], reflecting humans’ ability to rapidly calibrate locomotion. Second, most distance estimation tasks in VR have been conducted in simulated indoor settings. By contrast, our task employed a simulated outdoor setting with rich feature cues providing distance and depth information (e.g., fence, trees). Third, underestimation of speed at long presentation duration in TTC tasks extends to regular displays [18], indicating that perceptual errors cannot be due to restrictions in field of view, depth cue availability or other VR-specific factors. Our intervention does not necessarily require VR displays. Without VR, baseline performance is likely lower due to loss of stereo cues and head tracking, but we expect the intervention could be effective in such settings as well.

When considering applications of our methods in computer graphics the following limitations have to be considered. The object in our calibration task included a sizeable shadow, which could have served as an additional depth or motion cue. For example, previous studies have demonstrated that the perception of object motion (trajectory estimation) was more veridical when the target object cast a shadow versus when it did not [56]. In addition to manipulating additional distance cues, future studies could investigate the effect of shadows as depth cues in VR.

Despite these limitations, our method has the potential to improve user experience in dynamic environments requiring short reaction times, such as sports simulations or action video games. Manipulating user experience in VR can have rehabilitative benefits for visual impairments [57], [58]. Virtual environments have gained popularity for training in ball sports [59]. High perceptual fidelity is of fundamental importance in this setting, because users may rely on different 3D motion cues in a virtual environment than in a real scene. Given this challenge, it is not surprising that many VR sports simulations are suboptimal. Our methods could be used to improve such applications.
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